A generalized Fourier series solution based on the first-order shear deformation theory is presented for the free vibrations of moderately thick rectangular plates with variable thickness and arbitrary boundary conditions, a class of problem which is of practical interest and fundamental importance but rarely attempted in the literatures. Unlike in most existing studies where solutions are often developed for a particular type of boundary conditions, the current method can be generally applied to a wide range of boundary conditions with no need of modifying solution algorithms and procedures. Under the current framework, the one displacement and two rotation functions are generally sought, regardless of boundary conditions, as an improved trigonometric series in which several supplementary functions are introduced to remove the potential discontinuities with the displacement components and its derivatives at the edges and to accelerate the convergence of series representations. All the series expansion coefficients are treated as the generalized coordinates and solved using the Rayleigh-Ritz technique. The effectiveness and reliability of the presented solution are demonstrated by comparing the present results with those results published in the literatures and finite element method (FEM) data, and numerous new results for moderately thick rectangular plates with nonuniform thickness and elastic restraints are presented, which may serve as benchmark solution for future researches.
Introduction
In comparison with vibration analysis of plates with uniform thickness, far less attention has been paid to the vibration problems of plates with variable thickness, which are commonly widely used in engineering applications as a standalone structure or a constituent structural component. By carefully designing the thickness distribution, a substantial increase in stiffness, buckling, and vibration capacities of the plate may be obtained over its uniform thickness counterpart. In addition, the moderately thick plates with variable thickness in these practical applications often work in complex environments and suffer from arbitrary edge restraints. Therefore a thorough dynamic study of moderately thick rectangular plates with variable thickness and arbitrary edge restraints is essential to assess and use the full potentials of plates.
Over past decades, extensive investigations have been carried out to determine the vibration characteristics (natural frequencies, mode shapes, and so on) of moderately thick rectangular plates. A comprehensive review on the relevant studies done before 1995 was presented by Liew et al. [1] . The Rayleigh-Ritz method based on polynomials with properties corresponding to those of Timoshenko beam functions was used by Chung et al. [2] to study the free vibrations of orthotropic rectangular Mindlin plates with edges elastically restrained against rotation. Later, Cheung and Zhou [3] extended this solution for the free vibration problems of moderately rectangular plates. Wang [4] presented an exact formula for the vibration frequencies of simply supported Mindlin plates with the corresponding simply supported thin plate frequencies. Saha et al. [5] utilized the variational method to investigate the vibration characteristics of isotropic Mindlin plates with edges elastically restrained against rotation and translation. Gorman [6] presented accurate eigenvalues for shear-deformable plates resting on uniform elastic foundations with modified superposition-Galerkin method. Subsequently, Gorman [7, 8] utilized the superposition method to investigate the vibration problems of elastic restrained and point supported Mindlin plates. In his superposition method, the solution satisfied the differential equations exactly but approximated the boundary conditions. Xiang [9] and Xiang and Wei [10] employed the Levy solution approach in conjunction with the domain decomposition technique to analytically solve the free vibrations of rectangular Mindlin plates with two opposite edges simply supported. In [10] , the influence of the step thickness ratios on the vibration behavior of rectangular Mindlin plates is studied. Yeh et al. [11] proposed a hybrid method which combines the finite difference method and the differential transformation method to analyse the free vibration of clamped and simply supported rectangular thin plates. Xiang et al. [12] extended the DSC-Ritz element method to solve the free vibration analysis of moderately thick rectangular plates with mixed supporting edges. Thai et al. [13] [14] [15] and Nguyen-Thoi et al. [16] [17] [18] [19] have recently proposed the isogeometric analysis (IGA) and smoothed finite element method (S-FEM) to analyse the cracked Mindlin plate, laminated composite, and sandwich plates. In their research, the structural boundary was taken as uniform classic boundary conditions. In addition, Nguyen-Thanh et al. [20] utilized the alpha finite element method ( -FEM) in static, free vibration, and buckling analyses of Mindlin-Reissner plates using triangular elements only.
A Rayleigh-Ritz formulation based on pb-2 functions was utilized by Liew et al. [21] to study the vibration behaviors of Mindlin plates with elastic restrained edges. Zhou et al. [22, 23] investigated the similar vibration problems in terms of a set of static Timoshenko beam functions. In their study, the free vibrations of rectangular Mindlin plates with internal line supports were also solved. Shen et al. [24] presented a new set of admissible functions, which satisfied both geometrical and natural boundary conditions, for the free and forced vibration problems of moderately thick plates with four free edges. Xing and Liu [25] presented the closed-form solutions for vibration problems of Mindlin plates with any combinations of simply supported and clamped edge conditions. Apart from aforementioned solutions, some other methods such as finite strip element method [26] , spline strip method [27] , finite element method [28] , meshless method [29] , Ritz method [30] , differential quadrature method (DQM) [31] [32] [33] , and Green function method [34, 35] had been developed to determine the vibration behavior of moderately thick plates.
It is noteworthy that most of the previous researches on moderately thick rectangular plates are confined to the uniform thickness and classical boundary conditions, such as free, simply supported, clamped edges and their combinations. Only few studies have been found in the published literature about the vibrations of moderately thick rectangular plates with variable thickness and elastic restraints. A linear finite strip element method based on Mindlin's plate theory was proposed by Gagnon et al. [26] to solve the vibration problems of rectangular thick plates, in which the thickness can vary in any direction. Huang et al. [36] developed a discrete method for solving the vibration problems of orthotropic rectangular plates with variable thickness and general classical boundary supports. Extended Kantorovich method was utilized to investigate the free vibrations of rectangular thick plates with variable thickness and different classical boundary conditions by Shufrin and Eisenberger [37] . Eftekhari and Jafari [38] proposed an efficient and accurate variational formulation for the vibration problems of variable thin and thick plates with elastic edge restraints.
Although a large number of studies have been carried out based on Mindlin's plate theory and methods, it appears that the information available about the vibration characteristics of nonuniform thickness moderately thick rectangular plates is very limited. Most of the contributions to moderately thick rectangular plates with classic boundary supports and elastic edges are confined to uniform thickness or bilinearly varying thickness. However, the engineering practices contain a variety of possible boundary conditions such as elastic restraints and nonlinearly varying thickness. The existing results are simply too scarce for engineering applications and comparative studies. Moreover, most of the available solution procedures in the open literature are often only customized for a specific set of restraint conditions, which may not be appropriate for practical application because there are hundreds of different combinations of boundary conditions for a plate. It is desirable to develop a unified and efficient method which is capable of dealing with more complicated problems involving arbitrary elastic edge restraints and nonuniform thickness.
In view of those technical limitations and practical needs, this investigation sets out to present a modified Fourier solution technique for the free vibration analysis of moderately thick rectangular plates with variable thickness and arbitrary boundary conditions and to provide a unified and reasonable accurate alternative to other analytical and numerical techniques. This paper can be considered as an extension of the modified Fourier series method previously developed for modeling plates [39] [40] [41] and shells [42, 43] . The one displacement and two rotation functions are invariably expressed as the superposition of a 2D Fourier cosine series and four supplementary functions in the form of the product of a polynomial function and a single cosine series expansion, with all these unknown expansion coefficients treated as the generalized coordinates and determined using the RayleighRitz procedure. The change of the boundary conditions can be easily achieved by only varying the stiffness of the three sets of boundary springs along all edges of the rectangular plates without involving any change to the solution procedure. The current results are checked against with FEM results or existing results published in the literature for both uniform and nonuniform (linear and nonlinear variation) thickness plate cases, with good agreement achieved.
Theoretical Formulations
To perform the free vibration analysis of moderately thick rectangular plates with thickness varying in two directions subjected to the general elastic boundary conditions, the combination of the artificial spring technique together with Rayleigh-Ritz method is feasible. Consider a moderately thick rectangular plate, with the dimension of × × ℎ( , ), and the coordinate of the moderately thick rectangular plate with elastically retrained edges is depicted in Figure 1 . Three groups of boundary restraining springs (translation, rotational, and torsional springs) are arranged at all sides of the plate to separately simulate the boundary force. By assigning the stiffness of the boundary springs various values, it is equivalent to impose different boundary force on the midsurface of the plate. For example, the clamped boundary condition can be readily obtained by setting the spring coefficients into infinity (a very large number in practical calculation) for the translation, rotations, and torsional restraining springs along each edge.
Based on the Mindlin plate theory, the displacements vectors with three directions are ( , , , ) = ( , , ) ,
where , V, and represent the , , and direction displacement functions and the and are the slop due to bending along in the respective planes. The relationship with the slops and is = − / and = − / . For the moderately thick rectangular plates, making use of the strain-stress relationship defined in elasticity theory, the normal, shear strains and transverse shear strains can be expressed as follows:
where , , and are the normal and shear strains in the , , and coordinate system. The transverse shear strains and are constant through the thickness. The and are the normal stresses in the , directions; , , and are shear stresses in the , , and coordinate system. The is Young's modulus, is Poisson's ration, and is the shear correction factor to account for the fact.
In terms of transverse displacements and slope, the bending and twisting moments and the transverse shearing forces in plates can be expressed as
where ℎ( , ) is the thickness function, = ℎ( , ) 3 / (12(1 − 2 )) is the flexural rigidity, and = /(2(1 + )) is the shear modulus.
The boundary conditions for a general supported moderately thick rectangular plate can be expressed as the following forms based on the force equilibrium relationship on the four sides:
Shock and Vibration on = 0,
where 0 and ( 0 and ) are linear spring constants, 0 and ( 0 and ) are the rotational spring constants, and 0 and ( 0 and ) are the torsional spring constants at = 0 and ( = 0 and ), respectively. Therefore, arbitrary boundary conditions of the plate can be generated by assigning the linear springs, rotational springs, and torsional springs at proper stiffness. For instance, a clamped boundary (C) is achieved by simply setting the stiffness of the entire springs equal to infinity (which is represented by a very large number, 10 14 ). Inversely, a free boundary (F) is gained by setting the stiffness of the entire springs equal to zero.
Thus the total potential energy of the spring restrained plate which is composed of two parts, namely, the strain energy of the moderately thick rectangular plates and the potential energy stored in the boundary springs, can be expressed as
As the springs are considered with no mass while retaining certain stiffness, the total kinetic energy of the moderately thick rectangular plates is
where is the mass density and denotes the natural frequency of the plate.
In view of satisfying arbitrarily supported boundary conditions of the moderately thick rectangular plate, the admissible functions expressed in the form of the improved Fourier series are introduced to remove the potential discontinuities with the functions and their derivatives. Thus, the moderately thick rectangular plate displacements and rotation are expressed as
where = / , = / , and , , and are the Fourier coefficients of two-dimensional Fourier series expansions for the displacements and rotation functions, respectively. , , , , , and are the supplemented coefficients of the auxiliary functions, where = 1, 2. The specific expressions of the auxiliary functions and are defined as
As shown in (7)- (9), the supplementary functions 1 ( ), 2 ( ), 1 ( ), and 2 ( ) are used for the displacement and rotation expressions. The theoretical meaning of introducing these terms into the Fourier series is to remove the Shock and Vibration 5 potential discontinuities and their derivatives throughout the whole plate structure including the boundaries and then to effectively enhance the convergence of the results. To ensure this continuity of selection expressions and corresponding derivatives at any point on the plate, the first-order derivatives of the and directions should exist, as indicated by (4) . This requirement is guaranteed by the selected supplementary functions because it is easy to verify that
Similar conditions exist for the -related polynomials, 1 ( ) and 2 ( ). It has to be mentioned that although the solution is theoretically exact for the superposition of infinite numbers of Fourier terms, in actual calculation we truncate the infinite series to and to obtain the results with acceptable accuracy.
Since the energy expressions and admissible function of the plate have been established, the remaining task is to determine the Fourier expanded coefficients and supplemented coefficients in (7)- (9) . The Lagrangian energy functional ( ) of the plate is written as
Then, the Lagrangian expression is minimized by taking its derivatives with respect to these coefficients:
Since the displacements and rotation components of the plate are chosen as and to obtain the results with acceptable accuracy, a total of 3 * ( + 1) * ( + 1) + 6 * ( + + 2) equations are obtained.
They can be summed up in a matrix form
The unknown coefficients in the displacement expressions can be expressed in the vector form as E, where 
In (14), K is the stiffness matrix for the plate, and M is the mass matrix. They can be expressed separately as
The specific expressions for the elements in (16) are given in Appendix A. Moreover, all the necessary expressions which will be used in the calculations of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are given in Appendix B.
Obviously, the natural frequencies and eigenvectors can now be readily obtained by solving a standard matrix eigenproblem. Since the components of each eigenvector are actually the expansion coefficients of the modified Fourier series, the corresponding mode shape can be directly determined from (14) . In other words, once the coefficient eigenvector E is determined for a given frequency, the displacement functions of the plate can be determined by substituting the coefficients into (9) . When the forced vibration is involved, by adding the work done by external force in the Lagrangian energy function and summing the loading vector F on the right side of (14) , the characteristic equation for the forced vibration of the moderately thick rectangular plates is readily obtained.
Numerical Examples and Discussion
In this section, a systematic comparison between the current solutions and theoretical results published by other researchers or finite element method (FEM) results is carried out to validate the excellent accuracy, reliability, and feasibility of the modified Fourier method. A comprehensive study on the effects of elastic restraint parameters and varying thickness in two directions is also reported. New results are obtained for plates subjected to general elastic boundary restraints with nonlinear variable thickness in both directions. The discussion is arranged as follows. Firstly, the convergence of the modified Fourier solution is checked. In addition, the influence of the stiffness of boundary spring components is studied. Secondly, the uniform thickness plates with various combinations of classical boundary conditions, elastic boundary conditions, and different structure parameters are examined. Thirdly, the nonuniform thickness plate with linear variation in both directions, various combinations of classical boundary conditions, conditions, and different structure parameters are examined. Then, numerical solutions for moderately thick rectangular plates with elastic boundary conditions are presented. The effects of the elastic restraint parameters are also investigated. Finally, the nonuniform thickness plate with nonlinear variation in both directions and arbitrary boundary conditions is also studied.
Convergence and Stiffness Value Study.
Since the Fourier series is numerically truncated and only finite terms are counted in actual calculations, the proposed solution should be understood as a solution with arbitrary precision. In this subsection, a uniform thickness square moderately thick rectangular plate with completely clamped boundary condition (C-C-C-C) and four edges equally elastically restrained against linear spring constants and rotation spring constants supports (E-E-E-E, = /( 3 / ), = /( / ), = 10, and = 5) has been selected to demonstrate the convergence and accuracy of the modified Fourier method. In Table 1 , the first eight frequency parameters Ω = 2 ( ℎ/ ) 1/2 / 2 for the considered uniform thickness square moderately thick rectangular plate with C-C-C-C and E-E-E-E boundary conditions are examined. The table shows that the proposed method has fast convergence behavior. The maximum discrepancy in the worst case between the 6 × 6 truncated configuration and the 8 × 8 one is less than 0.064%. In order to fully illustrate the convergence of the present method, Figures 3, 4 , and 5 present the 1st and 8th frequency parameters Ω = 2 ( ℎ/ ) 1/2 / 2 with various truncated numbers = subjected to different boundary condition and aspect ratios. A highly desired convergence characteristic is observed such that (a) sufficiently accurate results can be obtained with only a small number of terms in the series expansions and (b) the solution is consistently refined as more terms are included in the expansions. However, this should not constitute a problem in practice because one can always verify the accuracy of the solution by increasing the truncation number until a desired numerical precision is achieved. As a matter of fact, this "quality control" scheme can be easily implemented automatically. In modal analysis, the natural frequencies for higher-order modes tend to converge slower (see Table 1 ). Thus, an adequate truncation number should be dictated by the desired accuracy of the largest natural frequencies of interest. In view of the excellent numerical behavior of the current solution, the truncation numbers will be simply set as = = 12 in the following calculations.
As far as the accuracy of the present method is concerned, the converged solutions of the present method are in excellent agreement with both the results reported by reference data and the finite element results. For C-C-C-C boundary conditions, the max discrepancy between the present results and the reference data does not exceed 0.011% for the worst case and in most cases is 0%. Comparing the results with exact solutions [4] , it is observed that eight terms are sufficient to obtain accurate results. Moreover, with regard to the E-E-E-E boundary condition, the max discrepancy between the present results and the reference data does not exceed 0.31% for the worst case and in most cases is 0.1%. Regarding the results with DQM solutions [33] , it can be seen that the six terms are sufficient to obtain enough accurate results. In addition, it is clear that the results of the present approach with just 663 DOFs ( × = 12 × 12) can predict the vibration characteristics accurately. Most of them are identical to those obtained from finite element method (FEM) with 102,01 DOFs (S4R: 0.01 m × 0.01 m). That is to say, it needs only 6.62% DOFs compared with FEM to obtain the same precision solutions for the considered case. On the same hardware (Intel i7-3.9 GHz), the computing time of the present formulation for the solution ( × = 12 × 12) implemented in optimized MATLAB scripts is about 2.125 s, whereas the finite element solution consumes 34.578 s, that is, at least 16 times more CPU time than the present method for the same problem.
As mentioned earlier, in the current modeling framework, all the classical boundary conditions and their combinations can be conveniently viewed as special cases when the stiffness for the normal and tangential boundary springs becomes zero and/or infinitely large. Thus, the effects of the stiffness of the translation ( ), rotation ( ), and torsional springs ( , ) on the modal characteristics should be investigated. As shown in the Figures 2(a)-2(c) , the first and the third frequency parameters are separately obtained by varying the stiffness of one group of the boundary springs from extremely large (10 14 ) to extremely small (10 0 ) while assigning the other group of the springs infinite stiffness (10 14 ). It can be found in Figure 2 (a) that the frequency parameter almost keeps at a level when the stiffness of the translation springs is larger than 10 12 or smaller than 10 7 . In Figure 2 (b), the influences of the rotation springs on frequency parameters are given. It is shown that the frequency curves change greatly within the stiffness range (10 6 to 10 10 ) while out of this range the frequency curves separately keep level. In Figure 2 (c), the influences of the torsional springs on frequency parameters are given. It is shown that the frequency curves almost change when the stiffness changes in the whole range.
Based on the analysis, it can be found that the torsional springs almost have no effect on the structure. Also, the relationship between the rotation springs and twisting moment can be seen from the boundary condition expression. Then, the twisting moments have small effect on the vibration characteristics of the structure. However, in this paper, in order to get a more accurate prediction of the vibration characteristics of the structure, the twisting moment on boundary edges is taken into account. In the latter study, in addition to the fact that free boundary is not unexpected considering the torsion spring, the other boundary conditions are introduced into a torsion spring, and the spring stiffness takes infinity. Form Figure 2 analysis, it also concluded that the translation spring has a wider influence range than the rotation spring on the frequency parameters; that is, for the translation springs, the stable frequency parameters appear when the stiffness is more than 10 12 or less 10 7 while for the rotation springs, when the stiffness value is assigned more than 10 10 the frequency parameters become smooth. Thus, it is suitable to use 10 14 to simulate the infinite stiffness value in the model validation parts and in the following examples.
Uniform Thickness Moderately Thick Plates with Classical and Elastic Boundary Conditions.
In this subsection, the modified Fourier solution is applied to deal with vibration problems of uniform thickness moderately thick rectangular plates subject to the classical boundary conditions and arbitrary elastic boundary conditions. In present work, three groups of continuously distributed boundary springs are introduced to simulate the given or typical boundary conditions. As mentioned earlier, the stiffness of these boundary springs can take any value from zero to infinity to better model many real-world restraint conditions. Taking edge = 0, for example, the corresponding spring stiffness for the three types of classical boundaries and elastic boundaries is completely free: = 0, = 0, and = 0 simply supported: = 0, = 0, and = 0
completely clamped: = 0, = 0, and = 0
arbitrarily elastic boundary:
The appropriateness of the three classical boundaries defined in (17a)-(17c) will be proved by several examples given in following, the arbitrary elastic boundaries are also defined in (17d), and the Γ (Γ = / 0 , 0 = 1 × 10 9 N/m 2 , = 0, , 0, ) and Γ (Γ = / 0 , 0 = 1×10 9 Nm/rad, = 0, , 0, ) elastic restraint parameters represent corresponding spring stiffness. For the sake of simplicity, a four-letter string is employed to represent the restraint condition of a plate, such that F-C-S-E identifies the plate with edges = 0, = 0, = , and = having free, clamped, shear-supported restrained, and elastic boundary conditions, respectively.
As for the first case, a uniform thickness moderately thick plate with different classical boundaries and structure parameters is investigated here. In Table 2 , the comparison of the first eight frequency parameters Ω = 2 ( ℎ/ ) 1/2 / 2 of the considered plate is presented. The S-S-S-S, C-F-F-F, S-S-F-F, F-F-F-F, and S-C-S-C boundary conditions are performed in the comparison. Excellent agreements are observed between the solutions obtained by the modified Fourier method, the referential data, and finite element method (FEM) results for the uniform thickness moderately thick rectangular plates. It is also verified that the definition of the three types of classical boundaries in (17a)-(17c) is appropriate. In addition, the elastic boundary conditions (17d) are also verified. In the next two examples, we will account for the vibration of moderately thick plate with elastic edge supports. The first model considered is an S-S-S-S square moderately thick plate with all edges elastically rotationally restrained. That is, 0 = = 0 = = Γ , and all the other restraining springs are set to have an infinite stiffness (namely, represented by 10 14 in numerical calculation). The six frequency parameters Ω = 2 ( ℎ/ ) 1/2 / 2 are given in Table 3 Table 4 for several different restraining coefficient values; the finite element method (FEM) results are also listed in Table 4 as a reference. It can be clearly seen that the comparison is extremely good, which implies that the current method is able to make correct predictions for the modal characteristics of moderately thick plate with not only classical boundary conditions but also elastic edge restraints.
The excellent agreements between the solution obtained by the modified Fourier method and the referential data for the moderately thick plate subjected to the combinations of classical boundary conditions and elastic boundary conditions given in Tables 2-4 indicate that the proposed method is sufficiently accurate to deal with uniform thickness moderately thick plate with arbitrary boundary conditions.
Linearly Variation Thickness Moderately Thick Plates with
Classical and Elastic Boundary Conditions. In the theoretical formulations, this paper concerns the varying thickness moderately thick plates with classical and elastic boundary conditions. The varying thickness function ℎ( , ) can be expressed as ℎ 0 (1 + )(1 + ), in which the ℎ 0 , , and represent the initial thickness, gradient in direction, and gradient in direction. When the indexes and take the value = = 1, the analytical model imitates the linearly variation thickness moderately thick plates structure. In order to unify the description and facilitate the analytical calculations of the involved integrals, all the thickness variation functions can be expanded into either 1D or 2D Fourier cosine series, resulting in
where
In order to prove the validity of the present method for the vibration of linearly variation thickness moderately thick plates with arbitrary boundary conditions, the typical classical boundary conditions as the first case will be considered. In Table 5 , the comparison of the first six frequency parameters Ω = 2 ( ℎ 0 / 0 ) 1/2 of the moderately thick plates with linearly varying thickness is presented. The S-S-S-S, C-F-F-F, S-S-F-F, C-C-C-C, and S-C-S-C boundary conditions are performed in the comparison. Excellent agreements are observed between the solutions obtained by the modified Fourier method and finite element method (FEM) results for the moderately thick plates with linear variation thickness. To investigate the influence of the aspect ratio on the uniform thickness and nonuniform thickness moderately thick plates, the effect on the frequency parameters for plates with S-S-S-S boundary conditions is presented in Figure 6 . The thickness functions are ℎ 0 and ℎ 0 (1+0.5× )(1+0.5× ), respectively. It is seen from Figure 6 that the influence of aspect ratios on the frequency parameters for nonuniform thickness moderately thick plates is more complicated.
In the next two examples, we also account for the vibrations of moderately thick plate with linear variation thickness and elastic edge supports. The first model considered is an S-S-S-S square moderately thick plate with all edges elastically restrained. That is, 0 = = 0 = = Γ . The six frequency parameters Ω = 2 ( ℎ 0 / 0 ) 1/2 are given in Table 6 for several different restraining coefficient values; the finite element method (FEM) results calculated using ABAQUS are also presented as a reference. The second model is a complete square moderately thick plate with all edges elastically restrained. That is, 0 = = 0 = = Γ and 0 = = 0 = = Γ . The six frequency parameters Ω = 2 ( ℎ 0 / 0 ) 1/2 are given in Table 7 for several different restraining coefficient values; the finite element method (FEM) results are also listed as a reference. It can be clearly seen that the comparison is extremely good, which implies that the current method is able to make correct predictions for the modal characteristics of linearly varying thickness moderately thick plate with not only classical boundary conditions but also elastic edge restraints.
As the last case of this subsection, the influence of the gradient and on the fundamental frequency parameters for a linearly varying thickness moderately thick plate is investigated. The model is a square moderately thick plate with all edges elastically restrained. That is, 0 = = 0 = = Γ = 2 and 0 = = 0 = = Γ = 2. The six frequency parameters Ω = 2 ( ℎ 0 / 0 ) 1/2 are given in Table 8 for several different and values; the finite element method (FEM) results are also listed as a reference. Again, good agreement can be observed. Through Table 8 , it is also found that the frequency parameter increases with increasing gradient parameters.
The above studies are given as linearly varying thickness moderately thick plates with several of boundary condition and different structure parameters. In the next section, vibration results for the plates subjected to nonlinear variation thickness will be presented.
Nonlinearly Varying Thickness Moderately Thick Plates with Classical and Elastic Boundary Conditions.
In Section 3.3, the linearly varying thickness moderately thick plates were studied. However, in the practical engineering applications, the varying thickness of a moderately thick plate may not always be linear variation in nature. A variety of possible thickness varying cases may be encountered in practice. Therefore, the moderately thick plates with nonlinear variation thickness subjected to general elastic edge restraints are examined in this subsection. For the sake of brevity, the indexes and will be chosen as 2 to imitate the nonlinearly varying thickness moderately thick plates structure in this section; that is, = = 2. Also the thickness varying functions are also be expressed as Fourier cosine series according to (18) and (19) . In order to validate the accuracy and reliability of the proposed method for predicting the vibration behavior of nonlinearly varying thickness moderately thick plates with arbitrary boundary conditions, the typical classical boundary conditions viewed as the special cases of elastically restrained edges will be considered. The comparison of the first six frequency parameters Ω = 2 ( ℎ 0 / 0 ) 1/2 for the moderately thick plates with nonlinearly varying thickness is presented in Table 9 . The S-S-S-S, C-F-F-F, S-S-F-F, C-C-C-C, and S-C-S-C boundary conditions are performed in the comparison. The results adequately demonstrated the great accuracy of the modified Fourier method. We now turn to elastically restrained moderately thick plates. The first one involves an S-S-S-S moderately thick square plate with a uniform rotational restraint along each edge; that is, 0 = = 0 = = Γ . The calculated frequency parameters Ω = 2 ( ℎ 0 / 0 ) 1/2 are given in Table 10 together with the FEM results. Since the elastically restrained plates with nonlinear variation thickness are rarely investigated, the FEM results are used as the reference. A good agreement is observed between the current and FEM results. The second example concerns a moderately thick square plate elastically supported along all edges. The stiffness of the linear and rotational restraints is set equal to 0 = = 0 = = Γ and 0 = = 0 = = Γ , respectively.
The six frequency parameters Ω = 2 ( ℎ 0 / 0 ) 1/2 are shown in Table 11 for several different restraining coefficient values. It can also be noticed that the Fourier series method is able to predict the modal characteristics of nonlinearly varying thickness moderately thick plate with not only classical boundary conditions but also elastic edge restraints correctly.
Finally, the influence of the gradient on the fundamental frequency parameters of a nonlinearly varying thickness Table 12 for several different slop values. It can be seen that the fundamental frequency parameters will decrease with the increase of the parameter ℎ 0 / .
In the above examples, it has been demonstrated that the presented method can be universally applied to nonlinearly varying thickness moderately thick plates with several boundary conditions and different structure parameters. New results are obtained for plates with nonlinear variation thickness in both directions subjected to general elastic boundary restraints, which may be used for benchmarking of researchers in the field. In addition, it is interesting to see that the nature frequency decreases with the increase of the index for thickness function.
Conclusions
In this paper, a modified Fourier method has been presented to study the free vibration behaviors of moderately thick rectangular plates with variable thickness and arbitrary boundary conditions. The first-order shear deformation plate theory is adopted to formulate the theoretical model. The displacements and rotation components of the plate, regardless of boundary conditions, are invariantly expressed as the superposition of a 2D Fourier cosine series and four supplementary functions in the form of the product of a polynomial function and a single cosine series expansion to ensure and accelerate the convergence of the solution.
At each edge of the plate, the general restraint conditions are implemented by introducing one group of linear springs and two groups of rotational springs, which are continuously distributed and determined by the stiffness of these springs.
Instead of seeking a solution in strong forms in the previous studies, all the Fourier coefficients will be treated equally and independently as the generalized coordinates and solved directly from the Rayleigh-Ritz technique. The change of the boundary conditions can be easily achieved by only varying the stiffness of the three sets of boundary springs along all edges of the rectangular plates without involving any change to the solution procedure. 
